
 

Unifi Case Study 2 

 

Background  

 

By missives of sale dated 4th, 7th and 18th June 2006, Client A purchased 

workshop premises X from Seller B at the price of £35,000 and with a date of 

entry of 1st November 2006. The offer was in standard terms. Clause 10 

provided that there were no outstanding local authority notices and that liability 

for any outstanding accounts was to remain with the seller. Clause 11 provided 

that the subjects were situated within an area designated for planning purposes 

as agricultural or residential or partly residential.  

 

There was also general clause dealing with listed buildings, closing orders, 

demolition orders etc which provided that certificates would be provided. The 

missives also provided specifically that there were no orders, notices, proposals 

or restrictions made by the local or public authorities under the Town and 

Country Planning (Scotland) Acts or otherwise which would adversely affect the 

subjects or give rise to future obligations. 

 

The missives also provided that all planning consents, building warrants, 

completion certificates and superiors’ consents in relation to the erection of the 

subjects, including plans, would be exhibited. One of the clauses also provided 

that the existing use was the permitted use and in particular:- 

 

“The existing use of the property is the permitted use under 

planning legislation free from materially adverse conditions, 

orders or notices thereunder.” 

 

Clause 20 of the offer was in the following terms:- 

 

“The seller is not aware of any planning application or 

development in respect of neighbouring or adjacent subjects. If 

the seller is aware of any such matters, details will be provided 

with your acceptance hereof and the purchasers will be entitled to 

resile from the bargain hereby concluded within a period of five 
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working days following the receipt of your acceptance without 

penalty due to or by either party if in the purchaser’s option the 

subjects of sale are adversely affected. Likewise the seller is 

unaware of any other matter or factor which might reasonably be 

considered detrimental to the amenity of the subjects of sale. The 

seller undertakes that in the event of his receiving intimation of 

any such application prior to the date of entry he will forthwith 

inform the purchaser of same.” 

 

The offer was met by a qualified acceptance from solicitors acting on behalf of 

Seller B. The qualifications were fairly standard. A penalty clause was inserted 

and various conditions were delete under reference to a Land Certificate. Clauses 

10 and 11 were also deleted under the proviso that the usual local search would 

be exhibited and the purchaser would have a period of five working days to 

satisfy himself. In the event of the purchase being materially and prejudicially 

affected by anything disclosed in the local search then the only remedy would be 

to resile without payment.  

 

The qualified acceptance was accepted by the solicitors acting for Client A and 

the bargain concluded. Clause 20 of the Offer was not deleted or amended. 

 

At the time of the purchase, the subjects were a disused store or workshop. 

They had however in the past formed part of a larger site forming a builder’s 

yard. The remaining part of the builder’s yard had been developed into a one 

and a half storey building operated by a Housing Association. Planning 

permission had been obtained for this one and a half storey building in 1998. 

Access to the two storey store was via a lane which also served the one and a 

half storey building and two domestic garages. The original planning application 

for the Housing Association flats included the two storey store. When the 

planning permission was issued various conditions were laid down. Condition 2 

of the planning permission for the Housing Association flats is in the following 

terms:- 

 

“That the existing building to be retained on the site shall be used 

as ancillary building to the development hereby approved and 
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shall not be used in connection with any separate commercial 

trade or business.” 

 

 

The whole site was not sold however to the Housing Association despite the 

planning condition. The site of the store was retained and then sold to Client A.  

 

At the time of conclusion of the Missives, A, ought to have been aware of the 

planning permission and the special condition which remained applicable to the 

disused store or workshop. 

 

A did not disclose to B that the Subjects were affected by this planning 

condition. On the other hand, the offer was an unconditional offer not subject to 

any suspensive conditions relating to a change of use and was quite clearly in 

respect of “workshop premises”. There was no suggestion in the Offer that B 

intended to change the use of the Subjects in any way. Nevertheless even if the 

Subjects were to be used as workshop premises that would have been a breach 

of the planning condition because it would have been a separate business not in 

any way tied to the Housing Association development. 

 

In 2007, B made a planning application to demolish the Subjects and erect a 

dwellinghouse. This was an outline application which was originally continued 

and then withdrawn. A fresh application was then lodged. The planning 

application was in outline and no detail was provided for the dwellinghouse. The 

planning authority considered the application against the background of the 

1998 planning decision. In particular, the planning authority considered that the 

existing store was to be retained and used as an ancillary building and not to be 

used for any separate commercial trade or business. The view which the 

planning authority took was that there was no contravention of that planning 

condition because the store building was not in use albeit it was in separate 

ownership. Apparently the reason for insertion of the condition in the 1998 

permission was the restricted access which would not allow two cars to pass. 

The planning authority considered that the application represented an 

unreasonable reuse of the Subjects, exacerbated a road safety problem and was 

contrary to the principles of good planning. The application was refused on the 
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grounds of over-development and an unwarranted increase in traffic 

movements. 

 

The practical effect of course of the planning condition might be said to sterilise 

any development of any kind in so far as the Subjects are concerned. Not only 

can there not be development for housing but presumably they could not be 

used even as a workshop in as much as that would be a separate business. 

Effectively it could be said that they would have to be left vacant and that the 

only possible sale might be to the owners of the Housing Association flats. 

Accordingly, since the Housing Association had no interest in acquiring the 

Subjects they were worthless.  They may even have a negative value in as much 

as they would require to be maintained to avoid local authority notices being 

served. 

 

Court action was raised by B against A.  B averred a breach of Clause 20 of the 

Offer. A’s defence was to the effect that on a sound construction of the missives 

A had no obligation to intimate the existence of the planning condition. It was 

averred that Clause 20 of the Offer did not oblige A to intimate any planning 

conditions applicable to the subjects.  Moreover it was averred that the relevant 

conditions of the Offer which sought warranties in relation to planning conditions 

were deleted and this deletion was accepted in terms of the Missives. It was 

averred that Clause 20 was directed at the existence of planning applications 

affecting neighbouring subjects not the Subjects themselves. 

 

Observations 

 

This was essentially a question of the interpretation of the contract between A 

and B. Clauses 10 and 11 were deleted and accordingly did not form any part of 

the Missives. Clause 20 of the Offer remains part of the contract. The basic 

principle of interpretation of contracts is that the words used in the contract will 

be given their plain, ordinary meanings.  Accordingly the standard of 

interpretation is objective rather than subjective. It is not a question of what the 

person drafting a particular clause meant to say but of finding a fair meaning of 

what was actually written down and what the parties actually agreed (Hunter v 

Fox 1964 SC (HL) 95 at 100). Where there is an ambiguity or a difficulty in how 
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to interpret a clause it is true to say that one can look at the contract as a whole 

with a view to finding an interpretation which makes sense of and gives effect to 

the whole contract (Muir v City of Glasgow Bank (1879) 6R (HL) 21). Extrinsic 

evidence is sometimes admissible such as the knowledge held by the parties at 

the time of the making of the contract or with a view to identifying the specific 

subject matter of the contract. 

 

In essence, Clause 20 is effectively in two parts although just what obligation is 

placed on the seller is not particularly clear. The clause begins with a statement 

that the seller is not aware of any planning application or development in respect 

of neighbouring or adjacent subjects. Presumably that would be intended as 

some sort of warranty. The proper interpretation of this provision was that there 

would have to be a proposed development or a planning application in respect of 

adjoining subjects. It is fair to say that there was no such application or 

proposed development, the Housing Association development being already in 

existence. The clause goes on to state that if the seller is aware of “any such” 

matters details are to be provided with the qualified acceptance and the 

purchaser then has five working days to decide whether to proceed or not if the 

subjects of sale are adversely affected. It is suggested that the words “any such” 

qualify the matters would have to be disclosed. The planning condition in the 

planning consent of 1998 is not part of any application or proposed 

development; it is a condition of an existing permission and it relates not to 

neighbouring or adjacent subjects but to the subjects of sale. Accordingly, there 

was no breach of the first part of Clause 20. The third sentence of the clause 

states that the seller is unaware of “any other matter or factor” which might 

reasonably be considered detrimental to the amenity of the subjects of sale. One 

would have to concede in general terms that the fact that the Subjects cannot 

actually be used for anything is a detrimental matter or factor. However the 

words used in the clause are “detrimental to the amenity” of the property. The 

property which is being talked about is the Subjects and the Subjects are simply 

described in the Offer as a particular set of workshop premises. At the time of 

the sale they were unoccupied. The critical word here is “amenity”. There is no 

obligation in the Missives to the effect that the seller is unaware of any matter or 

factor which might be detrimental to the use of the subjects or their 
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development. According to the Oxford English Dictionary the primary meaning of 

“amenity” is:- 

 

“The quality of being pleasant or agreeable; of places, their 

situation, aspect, climate, etc.” 

 

The remaining part of Clause 20 contains an obligation on the seller to advise 

the purchaser if any “such application” is made prior to the date of entry. Any 

application would obviously have to relate to adjoining property.  

 

Adopting the general principles of interpretation outlined above there was no 

breach of Clause by A. There was no planning application or development in 

respect of neighbouring or adjoining subjects. It is suggested that the proper 

interpretation of the word “amenity” would not extend to a restrictive planning 

condition affecting the use of the Subjects. Moreover it is suggested that the 

term “amenity” would require to be taken in the context of the clause itself 

which quite plainly deals with things which may happen on adjoining or 

neighbouring properties.  

 

Conclusion  

 

These circumstances may seem far-fetched but they are based on a real life 

scenario.  It may seem rather odd that a purchaser could end up with a building 

which cannot be used for anything and yet not have a claim against the seller. It 

is a moot point if any claim could be made against the local authority based on 

whatever planning report or local search was obtained. Much might depend on 

what questions were actually posed to the local authority or the professional 

provider of the Property Enquiry Certificate. It is also fair to say that it could be 

argued that the drafting of the Offer might have been better.  That is a view with 

the benefit of hindsight however.  The steps taken by the respective parties’ 

solicitors were standard.  The result, unfortunately, was not favourable to the 

purchaser.  This problem could have been avoided if a more comprehensive 

database of local authority and other information relative to the property was 

available for scrutiny by the purchaser and his/her agents.   

 


